
 

Varnamayram full movie tamil hd 1080p is a visual delight that will leave you in awe. It’s the story of two friends who go on a spiritual quest and make sacrifices to fulfil their dreams. They both fall in love with women and one of them grows jealous when she realizes the other is happier than he is. The film stars Sarathkumar and Shalini in lead roles and features chorus by Karthikeyan, Pradeep
Rawther, Shreya Ghoshal, Sukanya,and Vairamuthu. The music composed by V Harikrishna is an eye-catching piece of work. The film begins with a lot of religious expectations. One day, Gulabi gets a phone call from her friend Saritha who says she has passed away suddenly. This becomes a shock to all, including Gulabi’s father, who were expecting her to get married in the days to come. Her father
then suggests that she should go on a pilgrimage with her mother and sister in search of solace and peace. The three travel for days and finally reach Varanasi where they are warmly welcomed by the local community -especially Priya (Shalini) who is also an important member in their pujas back in Chennai. Here, they meet Sarathkumar’s character, Krishnan. He is a percussionist who dreams of
becoming a great musician someday. After meeting him, the girls are immediately smitten with his personality and also fall in love with him. Krishnan is part of a group of musicians who earn their living playing music at pujas and other ceremonies; he plays the ghatam (a clay pot used for percussion). One day, Krishnan goes out to play at another ceremony but the road is under construction which
causes severe traffic jam. Quite frustrated, he starts shouting at the men responsible for the mess. He is shocked when they continue to work right on top of him. The next moment, Saritha (the girl he loves) walks up to him and takes his hand. He is very happy but still irritated by the taunting caused by her friends that night; it even causes one of his friends to secretly poison him with lethal datura
poison. After some time passes, Krishnan returns once again to Varanasi where he sees Priya (Shalini) at a music programme being organized by an NGO promoting music education in rural India. He gets a little irritated by her aggressive personality but eventually agrees to play at the music programme. The next day, he goes for a walk and comes across a bunch of local kids playing cricket; he ends
up joining them. Meanwhile, Saritha’s health worsens and she is administered medicines; however, no one can say if she will ever get better. The doctors say it all depends on God’s grace. Also, Krishnan’s father is not in the best of health and is unable to sell vegetables anymore. Krishnan decides to take over his parent’s shop so that his mother can focus on taking care of his father.
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